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Facebook new timeline feature allows you to look at any activity, photo, video, status update that is-
added to your profile in the reverse order the day you join the Facebook. With this feature you can
also use your Facebook covers photo for your profile which is 849 by 312 pixels. There are many
websites available on Internet who provides timeline cover photos. Here you can choose any photo
according to your interest. They provides various types of cover photos like related to cartoon,
illustrations, funny, nature, movie stars, animals, art, things and many more. Many creative photos
are also available in these websites.

For small and big organizations, who have their own company's profile page on Facebook they can
use the cover photo. And this cover will describe the services provided by the company. And they
can also use their company's logo for timeline cover. You can also choose photo according to your
personal interest or taste. Some companies are also provides facilities to their clients that they can
build their own design by using the templates. With this you can easily create your cover image for
your profile according to your interest. You can also design your cover by own. Many web design
and development companies design their timeline cover by own to highlight their services and
products.

Facebook timeline feature is divided in two parts, first part contain Facebook timeline cover photo
and second one contains number of events, photos, likes, videos, status that you share with your
friends as long as you join Facebook. This feature allows you to describe yourself in better way and
with this you can also express your views more freely and widely. Facebook timeline photo acts as a
website header, so either you can use your own photo or some other photo. If you are using your
own generic photo for your timeline cover then you can also adjust it by dragging the image to the
adjust that image on your profile.

It has been noticed that, in business point of view, this new feature of Facebook is very impressive
and effective. You can use this area for marketing of the products to raise your business. With this
you can make a different and unique cover image to highlight your services. It really provides a
benefit for your business. Timeline cover photo is a good thing to highlight your individual interests
as well as highlight your professional things also like your services or products. Timeline cover is the
best thing from where your friends know your interest. So, with this latest feature of Facebook you
can choose your cover image according to your taste, highlight your interest and provide various
benefits from it.
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MichaelVJordan - About Author:
Smashing covers is a online source which provides various types of a Facebook cover photos for
Facebook Profile. So checkout smashing covers and set your a timeline covers to get benefits. 
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